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ABSTRACT 
A novel interactive visual translator design will be developed for easy communication between disabled and normal persons. In 
the real world disabled person couldn’t share their ideas with normal humans vice versa. So, to bridge between the 
communication barriers this work purposes the dual-way translator for both normal persons and disabled persons. Through 
signal processing the text comments of normal human will be converted into visual signs as well the sign language used by the 
disabled persons will be transcribed into readable text or a hearable audio. For this communications, implement the algorithm 
namely Support Vector Machine (SVM). Support vector machine algorithm which is used to extract the edges of disabled people’s 
hands and also this algorithm is useful to recognize and translate the audio comments and sign language.   
 
KEYWORDS:  Dual-way translator, Signal processing, Support vector machine, Visual signs, Text comments. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Communication is the flow of information and exchanging thoughts from one person to another person; it 

engages a sender transmitting a comments, information, or feeling to a receiver. A successful communication 

needs same basic accomplishment of transmitter and receiver.  

 The ideas of normal person are delivered, which received and a present time feedback generated. But in 

case of hearing and speaking impaired people, when they try to communicate with others, they are complex 

while they have not speaking and listening power.  

 However they can easily communicate by writing the comments, but suffer a lot face to face 

communication. This problem can easily minimize by using sign language. Sign language is a special language 

which commonly used for impaired people. When people have to communicate with impaired people at specific 

situation, subsequently they should use sign language.  

 Also this sign language helps to communicate with peoples who are standing at one corner and another 

corner where other possibility like mobile, telephone etc are absence. It is also adaptable for those conversation, 

where common language absent. Many processes are available to contact with impaired people. But knowing 

that processes are difficult to normal people, where special has advantages. So normal people, who want to 

communicate with impaired peoples to their business, educational, medical etc purpose intended to know some 

general sign language; by whose they can manage their purpose. There are various sign languages covering over 
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the world, namely American Sign Language (ASL), French Sign Language, British Sign Language (BSL), 

Japanese Sign Language (JSL) etc. 

 In the real world, normal humans and disabled humans are facing the difficulties between them for 

communicating each other. To communicate between the disabled persons using sign languages. Sign language 

is a language which mostly for convey messages between both normal and disabled persons by using body 

languages. Normal persons couldn’t understand their sign language which is not necessary to learn their 

language. This language combines the hand shapes, orientation, arms or body and facial expression. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: 

 

 Normally, the disabled persons couldn’t communicate with the normal persons. In Indian school 

administration for disabled persons using the different sign system among different areas for sharing the 

comments. Disabled persons include the speaking impaired and hearing impaired. Residual hearing, if ignored, 

will become profound early intervention is the best remedy for hearing-impaired peoples. The vectors defining 

the hyper planes should be chosen to be linear sequence of letters that have been combined with parameters of 

images of features vectors that occur in the dataset. 

 

Related works: 

 The objective is to provide [1] a meaningful sentences form video gesture of disabled persons. The video 

gesture samples or data set which is collected from the impaired persons then recognizing the words 

individually by capturing the frames and it will be converted to sentence. Finally, system processed individual 

words to form a meaningful sentence with the grammar rules. In this approach, translation of words from single 

way only that is to translating the words of disabled persons. The recognition of signing gesture [2] of impaired 

people without interruption or breaking is difficult to translate into comments or meaningful sentences due to 

having more than one local extreme nature of visual cues that includes fingers, lips, facial expressions and body 

language and also technical limitations. To defeat the limitations in favor of integrative approach to extract the 

sufficient information for sign language recognition, even if contains unreliable cues. This approach using the 

modules of face tracking (mouth and eye) and hand tracking (color appearance). After recognizing the sign 

gesture, to find the face in video frames with complex backgrounds and areas of left hand and right hand [3]. 

Problems with these by computing the hands length, position and velocity, acceleration. To overcome these 

problems generate the Hidden Markov Models (HMM). To compare the input serials in each Hidden Markov 

Models (HMM) for reducing the searching time by half. For consistent hand deduction and tracking used to 

extract the features while preserving the hand shape contour [4]. Geodesic Active Contours increased in quality 

with skin color and motion information are engaged for the hand detection and the extraction. Skin tracking and 

segmentation which plays a major role in sign language [5], it mainly focuses on skin color model and skin 

object tracking system. In this approach, using kalman filter to predict the closure or blockage among the skin 

objects.  

 To obtain the hand features from sequences of images of Japanese Sign Language (JSL) in complex 

backgrounds. In addition, search for elbows to determine the position of a wrist [6]. Cyber Glove is used to 

extract them. Extraction includes error due to captured frames or images noises or background whose color is 

similar to skin color. To defeat these problems using Hidden Markov Models (HMM). 

 

Existing System: 
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 In existing system, the translation of different signs to convey the meanings of disabled person to normal 

person by using captured frames from their video gesture. Focused on video gestures are acquired with manual 

processing to extract the captured frames. These captured frames were fed into the segmentation and noise 

removal. Gestures with high degree of errors were removed and recognition was done by comparing against 

thresholds predetermined by the training feature vectors (TFV).  

 The system will process those words from video gestures to conveying clearly sentence to certain accepted 

with the simple linguistics rules. The result of those signs by the disabled person converted into the text by using 

the captured frames. Communication between the normal and disabled person is difficult for continuous 

conversations in these system. 

 

Proposed System: 

 To develop the communication between normal person and disabled person through digital signal 

processing by Support Vector Machine (SVM). The vectors defining the hyper planes can be chosen to be linear 

sequence of letters that have been combined with parameters of images of features vectors that occur in the 

dataset. SVM is easiest technique to transcribe the continuous signs by disabled person into hearable audio as 

well as the text comments by normal person will be converted into visuals signs. Extract the video frames from 

the database and match with sign video gestures of disabled person and converted into hearable audio for normal 

person and also text comments written by  normal person is translated to visual signs to impaired peoples. 

 

Architecture Diagram: 

 
 

Modules: 

 To implement the proposed methodology using various levels, first is to collect the data set of captured 

frames from disabled peoples. By using the technique namely Support Vector Machine (SVM) both prediction 

and conversion of sign video gestures of impaired peoples as well as text comments of normal peoples.  

 

A. Dataset management: 

 A training Dataset which consists of Hand sign images from (A-Z) will be created with the help of disabled 

persons. Initially the system is trained using 10 samples of each alphabet and number. Dataset is used 50 

samples of each alphabet from A - Z and numbers from 0-5. They claims their results clearly shows that the 

values of the feature vector selected are unique for each data set. Dataset structure is to be designed in a way 

that can be accessed effectively. 

 

B. Graphical User Interface (GUI): 

 A MATLAB supported GUI design will be developed to improve the User access by means of button 

selection instead of command input. User interface controls include buttons are push, radio and toggle, sliders, 

check boxes, editable and static text components, list boxes etc. 

 

C. Support Vector Machine (SVM) Machine: 

 Support vector Machine is a supervised learning system, given a set of leading activity examples, each 

noticeable for suitable to one of two common categories, an SVM algorithm accumulates a model that allocates 

new samples into one category or the other, devising it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. The basic 

SVM yield a set of 28 input data and forebode, for each given input. 

  

D. Prediction: 

 Based on SVM classification, a classifier is needed in sign language recognition to classify the input signs 

into different classes. When a test input is given, the trained classifier identifies the class corresponding to the 

sign video or audio. The decision result of output alphabet text will be predicted using cross correlation method 

and the result of output sound waves will be predicted. With this help of prediction, easy to match that captured 
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frames from sign videos of disabled person with samples in dataset as well as for text comments of normal 

person. The transcript text can be made into audio output vice versa. 

 

E. Conversion: 

Sign video to Audio Conversion:  

 Conversion of sign video to audio by using Support Vector Machine (SVM).After prediction, input sign 

video of deaf and dumb peoples could automatically translate the signs into corresponding text or voice without 

the help of sign language interpreters.  

 

Audio to Sign Video Conversion:   

 Text input of normal person will be converted into continuous visual signs to disabled person using Support 

Vector Machine (SVM). 

 

Experimental Results: 

 
 

Fig. 1: Acquire sign video and select ROI  

 
 

Fig. 2: Entering Training Alphabet. 
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Fig. 3: Train Neural Database. 

 
 

Fig. 4: Translation of Signs to Text. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Translation of Text to Visual Signs. 

 

Conclusion: 

 The proposed approach for recognition and translation of sign language is done with Support Vector 

Machine (SVM). In this approach, dataset is extended for recognizer gives reasonably good recognition rates for 

both alphabets and numerals. With the help of SVM conversion for both persons (Normal and Disabled) of input 

will be recognized and translated into required format. Addition of proposed work is that translated text from the 

sign language video of disabled person is converted into hearable audio as well as the text input of normal 

person is converted into visual signs by using SVM conversion. Continuously communication between both 

persons is effective when compared with the previous approach. 
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